
Big Sky ELR Rim Fire Challenge / ELR Central Rules 

1: Targets will be 12" x 12" square and no target closer than 200 yards. 

2: One rifle per shooter. Two shooters cannot share one rifle. 

3: No rail guns or bolted down shooting systems 

4: No restrictions on optics or aiming devices 

5: 22 caliber Long Rifle only. Magnums or necked down cartridges not allowed.  

6:Shooters will shoot alone with no spotter. (Adult coach is required for shooters 8 

to14yrs of age. The coach is not a spotter, he is there to assist in rifle function and 

safety)   

7: Match directors will be impartial and will not coach or assist shooters. 

8:RO's will establish shooting orders and squads through a random draw system. 

9:Shooting can be done from any position , to include prone, sitting, kneeling or 

standing with a bipod or tripod. Shooters may have one rear bag to support the rear of 

the stock. 

10:Accomodations will be made for shooters with physical restrictions at the match 

director's discretion. 

11:Shooters will be run in squads in relay. On command, shooters will line up on the 

line firing line behind their rifles. 

12:Once the shooter is given the command to fire, timer will start at that point. 

13: The next shooter on the line should be prepared to shoot immediately following the 

previous shooter when commanded by the RO. 

14: "Impact" will be clearly announced by the match director or his designate for 

everyone to hear. 

15:Impacts on targets must be a direct hit. Skip shots or ricochet's will not be scored. 

16:Any series of hits on shots 1,2 and 3 consecutively will qualify as an ELR Central 

ELR 22 rim fire record. Previous records must be broken by at least 10 yards. 



17: If more than one shooter scores hits for shots 1,2 and 3 for record , those shooters 

will hold the ELRC world record until another shooter does the same at a longer 

distance. 

18: Scoring will reflect higher points awarded for first round hits, and decrease as shot 

numbers increase,  and farther target distances will reflect higher points awarded than 

closer targets. 

19:All shooters and spectators will be required to sign a liability wavier. 

20: Additional administrative and range safety rules may be given at the pre-match 

briefing. Rifles will be cased or chambers open with empty chamber indicators unless 

shooter and rifle are on the line and preparing to fire.  

21: RO's and Match Directors reserve the right to remove and shooter  or spectator 

from the line and  or event , for unsafe firearm handling. 

 

 

 

 


